TTAP Work Zones and Flagging Videos

**Barrier Delineation**
- FHWA / US DOT 1992 24 minutes Video ID # 198
- Concrete barriers do their job in protecting motorists, pedestrians, and workers. But to be visible in all conditions, they must be delineated with effective devices that are correctly installed and properly maintained to promote safe work zone travel.

**Construction Ahead**
- FHWA 1988 20 minutes Video ID # 199
- Explains in detail the basic aspects of a successful corridor traffic management system which ensures safety and excellent public mobility during construction projects.

**Design & Operation of Work Zone Traffic Control Course Visual Aids**
- FHWA 100 minutes Video ID # 291
- Discusses the design and operation of safe roadways, tort liabilities and legal ramifications of pending lawsuits where citizens are suing a state agency.

**Flagging Operations & Procedures**
- SCDOT 1993 23 minutes Video ID # 200
- Flagging is a serious and dangerous job. Proper clothing and equipment along with training in the basic skills of stopping, releasing, and slowing traffic can protect the worker. Six typical situations each using different flagging methods are discussed.

**Jobsite Safety Series: Work Zone Safety Concepts**
- IRF 1994 25 minutes Video ID # 201
- Why is it important to set up a work zone safety area? What should you keep in mind when developing a work zone plan? What equipment and signs should you use? These questions are answered in the video.

**Nighttime Work Zone Traffic Control**
- ATSSA 1990 18 minutes Video ID # 202
- Discusses the importance of well designed and maintained work zone traffic control areas for night conditions. Stresses the difference between Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices standards for "average conditions" and the higher standards for nighttime traffic control.

**Report on Safety Through Construction & Maintenance Work Zones**
- FHWA 1979 30 minutes Video ID # 203
- Shows examples of work zones and indicates which traffic control devices are being used incorrectly.
To Warn, Guide, and Protect: An Intro to Flagging

NMDOT      1992      22 minutes      Video ID # 204
The New Mexico T2 Center is pleased to provide you with a flagging video produced jointly with New Mexico State Highway and Transportation Department. The information presented is based on national standards, so the video should be useful to any agency.

Traffic Controls for Short Term Work Zones

MN DOT     83 minutes     Video ID # 205
Discusses the importance of using proper traffic controls during short duration maintenance projects. Emphasizes the importance of planning in designing a proper work zone as well as the importance of using the MUTCD in the planning process.

Work Zone Safety for Roadway Maintenance Operations Parts 1-7

ITRE - NCSU / FHWA   1993     107 minutes     Video ID # 206
Describes the hazards of work zones and focuses on traffic control devices (message signs, flashers, etc.), concepts and elements of traffic control zones, typical applications which you may encounter, as well as good flagging procedures and legal liability issues.